
 

Torah Thoughts Miketz 

5780: 

Unlike Shabbat, when we recite a blessing before lighting the day’s candles, during each of the eight 

nights of Hanukkah, we recite two blessings, one for the light and one for the events which the lights 

commemorate. The extra blessing ends with the words ‘she’asah nisim la’avoteinu bayamim haheim bazman 

hazeh,’ referring to the God ‘who performed miracles for our ancestors in those days at this time.’ That 

blessing refers to the miracle of the oil and the miracle of the military victory of the Macabees. 

But there is also a second version of that blessing. It concludes with the words ‘she’asah nisim 

la’avoteinu bayamim haheim u’vazman hazeh,’ referring to the God ‘who performed miracles for our ancestors 

in those days and at this time.’ This seemingly small difference in wording reflects a very different theology. It 

is one thing to praise the God who saved our ancestors at this time of year; it is quite another to praise the God 

who saved our ancestors in those days and in our own time. Phrasing the blessing that way forces us to 

consider whether Hanukkah is primarily a holiday of remembering, or rather one of recognizing God’s 

continued miracles throughout history and even now. 

What might such miracles include? If we are thinking of the fight for religious 

freedom, we might consider living in a pluralistic and respectful country like America to be a miracle. The 

right to pray as we wish, observe kashrut and the Jewish holidays and take part in Jewish rituals such as brit 

milah might all similarly be seen as miracles of the free society in which we live. So long as those acts remain 

protected under American law, we should certainly continue to praise God as performing miracles ‘in those 

days and at this time.’ 

Finally, I would claim that the two versions of the blessing might reflect differences in tradition but not 

in meaning for, in truth, the purpose of remembering anything is to acknowledge its continued meaning for us. 

In that sense, remembering the past is an admission that it is always with us, imposing itself on our daily lives 

and affecting how we think and act. ‘And in our time’ is implicit in every act of memory and every blessing 

over past miracles. 

 

Shabbat shalom and chag same’akh. 

 


